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RASI Workshops and Support Services

Internal Review/Notice of Intent to Apply: CIHR Project Grant Fall 2022
The Project Grant program is designed to capture ideas with the greatest potential to advance health-related fundamental or applied knowledge, health research, health care, health systems, and/or health outcomes. If you are applying to the CIHR Project Grant Fall 2022 Competition, we would encourage you to participate in the Internal Review process. Your proposal will be forwarded to your suggested reviewers as well as your college research facilitator for their review and comment. This is an opportunity to get some early feedback on your proposal to ensure the strongest possible application. Only applicants that participate in the Internal Review process are eligible for USask CIHR Bridge Funding.
Notice of Intent to Apply (NOI) and Request for Internal Review Deadlines:
1. **New Application Deadline:** 04 July 2022
2. **Resubmission Deadline:** 19 July 2022 (applications that were submitted in the Spring 2022 competition)

Agency (CIHR) Deadlines:
- **Registration:** 17 August 2022
- **Application Submission:** 14 September 2022

USask timelines, Notice of Intention and additional information are available.

For more information, please contact Research Development Specialist, Manisha Jalla at grant.review@usask.ca.

---

**Resources for Researchers**

**Tri-Agency Special Response Fund for Trainees (Ukraine)**
The Government of Canada has announced special funding, in the form of supplements to existing research grants, that will provide relief and assistance to research trainees from Ukraine.

The [Special Response Fund for Trainees (Ukraine)](https://www13.collectionscanada.gc.ca/grant-aid/index-eng.php) is administered by Canada’s three federal research funding agencies – the [Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)](https://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/49608.html), the [Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)](https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/) and the [Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)](https://www.sshrc.canada.gc.ca/) – and provides support to graduate students and postdoctoral researchers directly impacted by the Russian regime’s invasion of Ukraine.

This temporary funding will help trainee(s) who were expected to return to Ukraine in 2022 but cannot because of the current crisis or trainee(s) who cannot continue their planned course of studies or research in Ukraine because of the crisis and are now in Canada.

Active and eligible grant-holders can apply for this special supplement by filling out the [CIHR](https://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/49608.html), [NSERC](https://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/), and/or [SSHRC](https://www.sshrc.canada.gc.ca/) form. If there are students who this may apply to, they must see their supervisor.

Applications will be accepted using a continuous intake up to 22 December 2022.

Please contact research.services@usask.ca for more information.

---

**Cross Disciplinary and Institutional Opportunities**

**Mitacs Globalink Research Internship**
Professors have 15 days to submit their [Mitacs Globalink Research Internship](https://www.mitacs.ca/) (GRI) projects for summer 2023. GRI pairs faculty in Canadian universities with international undergrads for 12-week research projects from May to October.
• All disciplines are eligible
• Top-ranked senior undergrads travel from Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Mexico, South Korea, Taiwan, Tunisia, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and the United States
• Faculty can submit multiple projects and re-submit projects from previous years

**Deadline:** 08 June 2022, at 1 pm PT.

Questions? Visit our [website](#) or [contact us](#).

Mitacs recognizes that due to the pandemic and the uncertainties it has created, you may be operating with limited ability to plan future research projects. Mitacs is moving forward and planning for in-person internships next summer, but we will also prepare in case travel and public health restrictions are still in place.

If you have any questions, please reach out to us at [helpdesk@mitacs.ca](mailto:helpdesk@mitacs.ca).

---

### Health Sciences Opportunities and Updates

**CIHR Access Newsletter**
The 28 April – 26 May [CIHR Access Newsletter](#) is now available.

**Funding opportunities:**
• [Team Grant: Pan-Canadian Clinical Trials Consortium](#)
• [Training Grant: Clinical Trials Training Platforms](#)
• [Operating Grant: Clinical Trials Project](#)
• [Fellowship: HostSeq Fellowship](#)
• [Team Grant: CIHR-JDRF Type 1 Diabetes and Precision Medicine](#)
• [New Frontiers in Research Fund: 2022 Exploration Competition](#)

**Announcements**
• [National Standards for Mental Health Services: Funding](#)
• [Announcement of the Members of the Indigenous Leadership Circle in Research](#)

View these opportunities in the [CIHR Funding Opportunity Database](#).

---

**BE WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS**